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Conjugate points of vector differential equations x” + A(r) x = 0 are called hyper- 
conjugate points if they are realized by a positive solution. Conditions are 
established for the existence of stable hyperconjugate points, and these are related 
to a systems form of the Sturm comparison theorem. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a series of papers (see [ 1 ] for complete references) Ahmad and Lazer 
study conjugate points of second order vector differential equations 
xn + ‘4(t) x = 0 (1.1) 
which are defined in terms of boundary conditions of the form 
x(u) = x(a) = 0. (1.2) 
Their results contain various generalizations of the Sturm comparison 
theorem for solutions of (1.1) and 
y” + B(t) y = 0. (1.3) 
In particular, if a =0 and a denotes the smallest positive value of t for 
which (1.2) is satisfied by a nontrivial solution of (l.l), then CI is called the 
first conjugate point of zero relative to (1.1); B is analogously defined 
relative to (1.3). If ,4(t) and B(t) are continuous n x n matrices with 
elements a,(t), respectively, then Theorem 1 of [1] shows that the 
inequalities 
b,(t) 3 q(t) 2 0; 1 <i,jgn (1.4) 
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for 0 d t < CI, assure that b d CI, while the additional conditions bii(t) > aii(r) 
for some TV (0, a) assure that B < CL 
Comparing such results with well known properties of zeros in the scalar 
case, there naturally arises the question of whether the nonnegativity con- 
dition in (1.4) is essential. In [ 1 ] Ahmad gives the example 
-4 
A= [ O -4 0 1 and B= [ 10 01 I (1.5) 
(leading to a=n/2 and P=n) to show that in the vector case the second 
inequality in (1.4) cannot be entirely dispensed with. 
In Section 2 we suggest a different way of generalizing the Sturm com- 
parison theorem which, while also not providing a complete analogy to the 
scalar case, does not require the condition a,(t) >, 0. It recognizes the fact 
that the principal role of this nonnegativity condition is to assure that the 
smallest conjugate point of zero is realized by a solution x(t) of (1.1) 
satisfying x(t) > 0 for 0 < t < a. (Here we use the solution x B 0 to indicate 
that the components of x all satisfy xi > 0.) By limiting our consideration 
to conjugate points which are realized by positive solutions, the need for a 
positivity condition in (1.4) seems to disappear. 
There is, however, a price to be paid for this approach. By foregoing the 
assumption a,(t) b 0 in (1.1) we also lose some important stability proper- 
ties of conjugate points. So whereas there are well-known examples [3] of 
constant matrices A, whose elements are of both signs but which possess 
conjugate points realized by positive solutions of (l.l), there is no 
assurance that such conjugate points will survive small perturbations of the 
form A(t) = A, + &P(t). 
Accordingly, in Section 3 we establish conditions assuring the stability of 
conjugate points which are realized by positive solutions. An example 
illustrating these conditions is given in Section 4. 
These results establish the existence of indefinite and nonconstant 
matrices A(t) with conjugate points which are realized by solutions 
satisfying x(t) > 0 for 0 < t < CL As such, they serve to give meaning to the 
Sturmian theorem of Section 2. 
2. A STURMIAN THEOREM 
A simple way of circumventing the nonnegativity requirement in (1.4) is 
to define a hyperconjugate point a + as the smallest conjugate point for 
which the boundary condition 
x(0) = x(a + ) = 0 (2.1) 
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is realized by a solution of (1.1) satisfying 
x(t) > 0 for O<t<~1+. P-2) 
If no such a+ exists, we write a+ = co. Formulating an analogous 
definition of p’ relative to (1.3), one readily obtains 
2.1. THEOREM. If /? + < 00 and the coefficient matrices of ( 1.1) and ( 1.3) 
satisfy 
bji(t) 2 U,j( t); l<i,j<n 
for O,<t<a+, then /?‘<a+. 
Proof Suppose to the contrary that a+ -C /I’ and that these conjugate 
points are realized by solutions x(t) and y(t) of (1.1) and (1.3), respectively. 
Then the identity 
can be integrated from 0 to a + to yield 
-y’(a’)*x’(a+)=~a’yT(t)*[A(t)-BT(t)]*x(t)dt. (2.3) 
0 
However, (2.2) and our hypotheses assure that the right side of (2.3) is 
nonpositive, while the inequalities 
y=(a+)>O and x’(a+)<O; x’(a+)#O 
assure that the left side is positive. This is the desired contradiction. 
The immediate question raised by Theorem 2.1 is whether the hypothesis 
“/?+ < co” is essential. Even in the context of constant coefficients, an aflir- 
mative answer can be given by the example 
A= [ 1 -& 1 and [ 1 -& B= -& 1 +& 1 1 . (2.4) 
It is readily shown that for 0 GE < 1 the above matrix A yields a+ < 00. 
However, by introducing polar coordinates 
409/115/l-12 
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into (1.3), we obtain [4] 
rr” = (rO’)2 - r2; 
( r2V) = u2; 
r(O) = 0, 
e(o) = $0. 
The fact that this scalar system is “rotary” (in the sense of [4]) precludes 
r(t) from having a zero for any t > 0. This shows that /? = 00 and therefore 
that /I’ = W. It is this form of instability of conjugate points which 
obscures the meaning of Theorem 2.1. 
Returning to Ahmad’s example (1.5) we note that it conforms to 
Theorem 2.1 in that 
,2 
2’ 
/?=fl+ =?I, and a+=co. 
Further insight into this example can also be gained by means of a change 
of variables 
in (1.1) which yields 
z”$cZ=O (2.5) 
with C = --A. Denoting the first conjugate point of zero relative to (2.5) by 
y, we clearly have a = y=rr/2. Furthermore, while a+ = co, we now have 
y = y + = n/2 and /I = p + = II. These values are consistent with Theorem 1 of 
[ 1 ] as well as Theorem 2.1. 
3. A STABILITY CRITERION 
The results contained in Section 2 make clear the importance of finding 
conditions on the coefftcient matrix A(t) which assure the existence of a 
stable hyperconjugate point a+ relative to 
x” + A(t) x = 0. (3.1) 
Positivity conditions of the form a@(t) > 0 are one way of assuring that 
a=a+, and this fact underlies the importance of such hypotheses in the 
work of Ahmad and Lazer. 
In this section we formulate a rather abstract condition which assures 
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the existence of a stable hyperconjugate point a+. In the context of coef- 
ficient matrices A(t) satisfying 
a;,( 2) > 0 and a,(t)<0 for i#j, (3.2) 
it constitutes a “relative smallness condition” for the off-diagonal elements 
a,(t) when compared with the positive diagonal elements q,(t). As such, 
the matrix A of (2.4) can be regarded as a prototype of such behavior. 
In formulating these criteria it will be useful to regard (3.1) as describing 
the motion of a particle of unit mass in 08” and to identify solutions of (3.1) 
with “trajectories in R”“. Denoting the open positive n-tam x > 0 by CT?‘, we 
are then seeking a trajectory x(t) satisfying x(0) =O, x(a+)=O, and 
x(t)~P’ for O<t<ct+. One way of establishing the existence of a finite 
hyperconjugate point is to determine an initial velocity x’(0) such that the 
trajectory determined by (3.1) and initial conditions 
x(0) = 0; x’(0) = g > 0 (3.3) 
exits 9’ through x = 0 at some t < co. 
An important step in this direction is to establish conditions under which 
all trajectories atisfying (3.1) and (3.3) have a “finite first exit time” from 
the closed positive n-tant 9. In this regard we define 
r,=inf{t>O:x(s)$9} and z~=inf{t>O:x(s)~P”}. 
If x(t) satisfies (3.1) and (3.3) with g > 0, then it is clear that 7, 2 7: > 0. 
Our first theorem establishes criteria for 7, < cc in terms of a function 
p(t) satisfying 
P(t)< i %jw for l<j<n. (3.4) 
i= 1 
3.1. THEOREM. Suppose there exists a continuous function p(t) satisfying 
(3.4) on [0, 00) and such that u” + p(t) u = 0 has a nontrivial solution 
satisfying u(O) = u(T) = 0 for some T> 0. Then 7, < T. 
Proof For x(t) = col(x,(t),..., x,(t)), let v(t) = C;=, xi(t). If x(t) 
satisfies (3.1) and (3.3), then 
VI’= - i f a,(t)x,= - i xj f L+(t), 
i=,j=, j=l ,=I 
v(0) = 0; v’(O)= i g,>o. 
i=l 
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By (3.4) as long as x(t) remains in 9 we also have 
v” < -p(t) 0; v(0) = 0; u’(0) > 0. (3.5) 
Classical Sturmian theory [S] shows that the first positive zero of a 
solution of (3.5) is less than or equal to the first zero of a solution of 
U” + p(t) u = 0; u(0) = 0; u’(0) > 0, and thereby shows that x(t) must exit 9 
in (0, T]. 
To assure that at least one of these trajectories exits 9 through x = 0 we 
shall make use of the following corollary of Sperner’s lemma [2, p. 3771. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let S” be an (n - l)-dimensional simplex with vertices 
e, ,..., e,. If there exists a closed covering F ,,..., F,, of S” with the property 
that for every subsequence {i, , i, ,..., ir} of { 1, 2 ,..., n > with 1 < r < n, 
ei,e,, . . 1 ei, c Fi, v F, u . . . v F,, (3.6) 
then n;= 1 Fi is not empty. 
3.3. THEOREM. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and 
that zI = T’: whenever x’(0) 3 0. Zf the initial condition gj = 0 in (3.3) assures 
that x(t) exists B with x,~(T,) > 0, then there exists an initial velocity vector 
g > 0 such that the corresponding trajectory of (3.1), (3.3) exits 9 at x = 0. 
Proof Because of the linearity of (3.1) we may, without loss of 
generality, assume that the initial velocity vector g in (3.3) satisfies C?= i 
g, = 1. Such normalized initial velocities represent a simplex s” with the 
property that the trajectory of (3.1), (3.3) corresponding to ei (or gj = 6,) 
first exits 9 at some x = col(x, ,..., x,) with x, = 0 and xi > 0 for all i # i. 
The hypothesis t, = r: assures that this point of first exist will be a con- 
tinuous function of the initial data. Therefore if we let Fj denote those 
g E S” for which the corresponding trajectories of (3.1), (3.3) exit 9 at some 
x with xi = 0, then ej E Fi and Theorem 3.1 assures that (F,) is a covering 
of S”. The continuous dependence of the point of first exit on initial con- 
ditions implies that the F, are closed and satisfy (3.6). By Lemma 3.2 
n;= i F; is not empty; for g belonging to this intersection x(t) must exit 9 
at x = 0. 
At this point an additional observation is in order. Whereas the con- 
jugate point condition “x(t) exits 9’ at x = 0” is unstable, this is not the 
case with the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3. In particular, the continuous 
dependence of solutions on initial data implies that if the condition “g,=O 
assures that x(t) exits 9 with xj> 0” is satisfied for a coefficient matrix 
A(t), then it will also be satisfied for (A(t) + &P(t), when E is sufficiently 
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small (assuming of course that the function p(t) of Theorem 3.1 also 
accommodates such a perturbation). These comments lead to 
3.4. COROLLARY. The hyperconjugate point whose existence is assured by 
Theorem 3.3 is stable under small pertubations of the coefficient matrix A(t). 
4. SOME SPECIAL CASES 
Transforming the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 into explicit a priori bounds 
on the off-diagonal elements of A(t) can pose substantial computational 
difficulties. In many situations it constitutes a problem which seems best 
approached by numerical means. 
However, for n = 2 one can obtain such bounds by theoretical means. By 
way of example, we consider the constant matrix 
1 -E 
A,= [ 1 -E 1 (4.1) 
previously considered in (2.4). Since A,, has eigenvalues 1, = 1 -E and 
i, = 1 + E with corresponding eigenvectors col( 1, I ) and col( 1, - 1 ), respec- 
tively, the system x” + A,x has solutions 
cp(t) = (:)sinJiXt; w(r)=(Jl)sinJiGt, 
showing that c1 +=z/&>x/&=cx whenever EC 1. 
The condition E < 1 also suffices to satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. 
However, to satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3, further restrictions on E 
are required. Every solution of x” + A,x = 0 with x’(0) 2 0 is of the form 
x(t) = cicp(t) + c2$(t), where 6 c, > fi 1~~1. Because of the sym- 
metry in the case at hand, it suffices to consider the case c2 > 0 and to show 
that for E sufficiently small, such trajectories exit 9’ with x2 > 0 and xi < 0. 
To that end we shall require that q(t) (which oscillates more slowly than 
IC/(t)) have its first positive zero before +‘(I) has two positive zeros; i.e., that 
(4.2) 
or that 0 <E < 5/13. With this assumption it follows that n/J1 + E < ry < 
n/J&, sin J1-E zy>O, cos JiY +O, sin JiC +<O, 
cos @ 7: < 0, and thereby that x,(zT) > 0 and x;(ry) < 0. (A picture in 
R* will help motivate and confirm the above inequalities.) 
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For the more general case of 
A,= p -& [ 1 --E 4
with p > q > 0 and E sufficiently small, similar considerations apply. One 
again obtains two real eigenvalues satisfying 0 <q -=z A1 < p < AZ whose 
eigenvectors lie in the first and second quadrants, respectively. If p - q and 
E are sufficiently small so that 
(4.3) 
then A0 again satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3. However, (4.3) is 
now more difficult to express in terms of specific criteria on E than was 
(4.2). 
In higher dimensions similar results can be established for the constant 
matrix A, with entries satisfying 
ajj > 0, 1 <i<n, 
aii= -E, Ii-j/ = 1, 
and au= 0 otherwise. The fact that for small positive E, A;’ is “totally 
positive” (or an “oscillation matrix” in the sense of [3]) again assures that 
A, has an eigenvector in 9’ corresponding to a simple minimal eigenvalue 
(e.g., corresponding to 1, = 1 -E in the case n = 2). The other eigenvectors 
of A0 correspond to larger simple eigenvalues and all lie in different n-tants 
of R” (see [3]). These facts make possible an analogous decomposition of 
solutions of x” + A,x = 0 satisfying x’(0) > 0 and readily lead to geometric 
conditions which assure that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. 
However, the computation of explicit bounds on E > 0 which correspond to 
such geometric onditions are now much more difftcult to obtain. 
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